Timeline for Annual General Meetings
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What happens at an Annual General Meeting (AGM)?

- Elections for Board of Directors
- Appointment of Auditor
- Review of year-end audited financial reports
- Voting on proposed Bylaws
- Board reports to Owners on financial health of the corporation
- Updates on repairs, construction, litigation, etc..
- Provide Owners opportunity to ask questions on operations of corporation

When are AGMs held?

- Not more than 3 months after registration of declaration;
- Subsequently, within 6 months of the end of the fiscal year of the corporation
Preliminary Notice of Meetings:

- Served to owners at least 20 days before a notice of meeting; alternatively, no later than 35 days before the actual day of the meeting;
- Must be in the prescribed mandatory form, available here.
- Must note that a subsequent notice of meeting will be sent, and state the purpose of that meeting (nature of the business to be presented);
- include the projected date of the meeting;
- include all materials set out in a by-law of the corporation;
- request that owners provide to the board any material they wish to include in the notice of meeting (and provide how and where to send the information); and
- set out a deadline for owners to submit that information (at least one day before the notice of meeting goes out).
- May be sent electronically to consenting Owners that have signed Agreement to Receive Notices Electronically form
- Non-consenting Owners must be served in writing
Pre-AGM Candidate Nomination and Disclosure Process:

- Nomination process begins when Preliminary Notice of Meeting is served.
- Preliminary Notice of Meeting should include deadline for potential candidates to submit Nomination and Disclosure documents in order to be included in Meeting Notice Package and on Proxy Form.
- Candidates are required to make Mandatory Disclosures (click here to read about Disclosure on CAO site).
- Most law firms are able to provide Disclosure forms for Corporations to use.
- Tech solutions exist to simplify this process.
- Best Practice to also use a Nomination form so that all candidates submit a standardized set of documents (e.g. Cover Letter and Resume).
Notice of Meeting:

- Issued in at least 15 days prior to the day of the meeting
- May be sent electronically to consenting Owners that have signed Agreement to Receive Notices Electronically form
- Non-consenting Owners must be served in writing
- Must also include:
  - Date, time and place of meeting
  - Business to be discussed at meeting (e.g. election, copies of proposed bylaws or rules)
  - Details on quorum requirements, Owner eligibility and how to vote
  - Details of positions available on Board (e.g. Owner Occupied)
  - Proxy form including candidates nominated prior to deadline
  - Full itemized list is available here
What is Quorum?

Quorum is the minimum number of owners that are required by law to be present for the meeting, either in person or by proxy. If there is no quorum, there can still be a discussion on a matter, but no vote can take place at the meeting. Not having a sufficient number of owners at the meeting can affect the management of your condominium corporation, as decisions will be delayed until another meeting can be called.

Effective November 1, 2017, the standard quorum for an AGM is 25% of the owners. If the quorum is not reached on the first two attempts to hold the AGM, the quorum is reduced to 15% on the third and on any subsequent attempts.
Voting rights:

- All eligible Owners are entitled to vote at the meeting in person or by proxy.
- Owners may lose right to vote if in arrears for common expenses.
- Mortgagee may have right to vote in place of owner, if such right has been communicated to the condo corporation.

Votes may be cast by,

a) a show of hands, personally or by proxy; or
b) A recorded vote that is,
   i. Marked on a ballot cast personally or by a proxy,
   ii. Marked on an instrument appointing a proxy, or
   iii. Indicated by telephonic or electronic means, if the by-laws so permits.
What is a Proxy?

A proxy is the authority to represent someone else, especially in voting. A proxy identifies someone else who will vote on the person’s behalf. A proxy might be used if someone wants to vote on an issue but is unable to attend the meeting in person. A proxy must be in writing and must be signed by the person granting the proxy. Usage of the mandatory proxy form is required.

What is an electronic proxy?

An electronic proxy is a properly completed proxy on the mandatory form signed electronically. Using electronic proxies does NOT require passing of an electronic voting bylaw.

What is electronic voting?

Electronic voting refers to a electronic method of voting, typically in advance of the AGM. An electronic voting by-law must be passed prior to using electronic voting at an AGM.

A more detailed breakdown of Electronic Proxies Vs. Electronic Voting can be found here.
DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this ACMO Tech presentation has been prepared by a content contributor and is for general guidance only. While we have made every attempt to ensure the information contained in this presentation is from a reliable source, ACMO is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information.

All information in this presentation is provided “as is”, with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from the use of this information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

In no event will ACMO, its related partners, agents or employees thereof be liable for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this presentation or any consequential, special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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